Repetitive lifting tasks fatigue the back muscles and increase the bending moment acting on the lumbar spine.
During manual handling, the back muscles protect the spine from excessive flexion, but in doing so impose a high compressive force on it. Epidemiological links between back pain and repetitive lifting suggest that fatigued muscles may adversely affect the balance between bending and compression. Fifteen volunteers lifted and lowered a 10 kg weight from floor to waist height 100 times. Throughout this task, the bending moment acting on the osteoligamentous lumbar spine was estimated from continuous measurements of lumbar flexion, obtained using the 3-Space Isotrak. Spinal compression was estimated from the electromyographic (EMG) activity of the erector spinae muscles, recorded from skin-surface electrodes at the levels of T10 and L3. EMG signals were calibrated against force when subjects pulled up on a load cell, and correction factors were applied to account for changes in muscle length and contraction velocity. Fatigue in the erector spinae muscles was quantified by comparing the frequency content of their EMG signal during static contractions performed before, and immediately after, the 100 lifts. Results showed that peak lumbar flexion increased during the 100 lifts from 83.3 +/- 14.8% to 90.4 +/- 14.3%, resulting in a 36% increase in estimated peak bending moment acting on the lumbar spine (P = 0.008). Peak spinal compression fell by 11% (p = 0.007). The median frequency of the EMG signal at L3 decreased by 5.5% following the 100 lifts (p = 0.042) confirming that the erector spinae were fatigued, but measures of fatigue showed no significant correlation with increased bending. We conclude that repetitive lifting induces measurable fatigue in the erector spinae muscles, and substantially increases the bending moment acting on the lumbar spine.